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The Spirit of the Gospel in Service of the Mission

We are not here merely to make a living. We are here to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision,
with a finer spirit of hope and achievement. We are here to enrich the world, and we impoverish ourselves if we
forget the errand ~Woodrow Wilson

Oplatki

Among people of Slavic
ancestry and still today among
many Poles in the United States,
the father of the family solemnly
breaks wafers made of wheat
flour, oplatki (Polish, “thin
wafer”), on Christmas Eve.
He distributes them to those
present as a symbol of love and
peace. These pieces are then
shared with wishes for luck,
health, and happiness. Pieces
are also shared with friends and
neighbors, a symbol of unity in
the human family. †

From the Writings of St. Eugene—
DECEMBER 1814 RETREAT NOTES
Consider the Child Jesus in the crib in Bethlehem… ask for the grace to profit from this example
to reform us in our habits.
…He is born poor only because he wanted it.
He is infinitely wise, so he could only choose the
best. So poverty is preferable to riches…. If one is
rich, one must be detached from riches….
And what is true for all Christians, is it not all
the more so for a cleric?... I must then be detached
from goods, the ease and comforts of life. I must
beyond a shadow of a doubt suffer sometimes at
least what poor people endure, a little of those privations which were the lot
of the Savior, not take advantage of riches, ease, etc., except to relieve the
misery of the poor. Pray the Lord to enlighten me…. †

The Last Addiction:

Why Self-Help Is Not Enough
by Sharon A. Hersh, MA, LPC (pp.147, 154-161)
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“Y

ou have no new ideas on how to make it work. You have
tried everything…Stop trying to be your own savior.
Give it up to God. Let God be your savior. It gets you
off the hook, and it puts God on the hook, where He belongs.”
~Anne Lamotte, Joe Jones
Research indicates that most families will suffer with an addicted family member
for seven years before they will begin to tell others about this reality in their
lives…. How can you not feel ashamed when your spouse drinks too much and
makes a fool of him/herself among friends and family—again? It’s hard not to
believe that it’s your fault if your son or daughter is struggling with an addiction.
You wonder, Where did I go wrong in parenting? Most women who discover
continued on next page

The Last Addiction continued

that their husbands are addicted to
pornography live with self-reproach: “It
must be something about me that makes
him do this.” … shame shuts down
trust. It prevents faith.
When you focus on what’s wrong

than the addiction and greater than
ourselves. Faith compels us to believe
that God can be trusted with the people
in our lives….
When you sense shame in the
shadows—after your loved one behaves
badly, or you demean yourself by
trying to pacify or please someone

The power of addiction in the lives of those we love reminds
us relentlessly that we need faith in a power greater than the
addiction and greater than ourselves.
with you and recount all your failures
with the addict that you love, there’s
no room for faith to grow. Our
inadequacies are very real, and the
people in your life often have hurtful
failures and foibles. What do we do
with them?
It is possible to see the addict in your
life as a means to reveal the raw parts of
yourself so that they can be addressed
and even healed. The wounds that you
are experiencing due to your addicted
friend or family member can be good
news, as you learn to change yourself,
not your friend or loved one. I know
that this is a hard lesson to take in, but it
is worth considering….
When we
face the painful
and horrible
behaviors in
addiction, our
first and deepest
instinct is to do
everything in
our power to get
our loved ones
to change….
We keep hoping that our loved ones
will become who they are supposed
to be and stop embarrassing us and
themselves. In trying to rescue our
loved ones from their addictions, we
become ensnared in the most insidious
addiction—the last addiction, the belief
that we are responsible for saving others
or saving ourselves.
The power of addiction in the lives
of those we love reminds us relentlessly
that we need faith in a power greater
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else into changing—consider this one
simple question: what does the addict’s
behavior show you about yourself and
your own journey of change?
Author Frederick Buechner wrote
about his experience with Twelve
Step groups after struggling with his
daughter’s eating addiction (anorexia).
These groups set him free from shame
and moved him to faith:
“They also have slogans, which
you can either dismiss as hopelessly
simplistic or cling on to like driftwood
in a stormy sea. One of them is “Let go
and let God” – which is so easy to say
and for people like me so far from easy
to follow. Let go of the dark, which you
wrap yourself in like a straitjacket, and
let in the light. Stop trying to protect,
to rescue, to judge, to manage the
lives...of your husband, your wife, your
friends—because that is just what you
are powerless to do. Remember that
the lives of other people are not your
business. They are their business. They
are God’s business because they all have
God whether they use the word God or
not…. It also is God’s business. Leave
it to God. It is an astonishing thought.
It can become a life-transforming
thought.”

In Anne Lamott’s novel Joe Jones,
Louise, who loves the addict Joe,
languishes over her addicted loved one
and complains to God, “…why don’t
You act like You’re there?... You could
reveal yourself. It is like, say you have
a small child who wakes up from a
nightmare and wanders around in the
dark, calling for its parents. And the
parents won’t answer. They hide. The
kids are having nightmares, and You
hide.”
It is necessary to feel the pain of our
confusion and our failure to control….
When we focus our attention on the
addict we love and on ways to solve his/
her problems, we miss the goodness of
God that passes right in front of us. No,
turning to God does not mean that your
life will suddenly become warm and
fuzzy, or that you won’t feel pain and
longing for your loved one. But your
focus will change….
I want to suggest that evidence of
God’s goodness is right in front of you,
in the heartbreak you are experiencing
right now. Without the pain, you
wouldn’t seek Comfort… Without
the utter hopelessness that you feel at
times in relationship with an addict, you
wouldn’t need a Hope that is out of this
world. A rabbinic story reminds us that
God continues to offer us words of hope,
sometimes in the most unlikely places:
A disciple asks the rebbe, “Why does
Torah tell us to ‘place these words upon
your hearts’? Why does it not tell us to
place these holy words in our hearts?”
The rebbe answers, “It is because
as we are, our hearts are closed, and
we cannot place the holy words in our
hearts. So we place them on top of our
hearts. And there they stay until, one
day, the heart breaks and the words fall
in.” †

Thanksgiving and Gratitude
In ordinary life we hardly realize that we receive a great deal
more than we give, and that it is only with gratitude that life
becomes rich. It is very easy to overestimate the importance of
our own achievements in comparison with what we owe others.
–Dietrich Bonhoeffer

WORDS HURT: FIVE TIPS TO
HELP PARENTS COMMUNICATE BETTER
by Elizabeth Newlin, M.D., Director of Menninger’s Adolescent Treatment Program

T

he nursery rhyme has it
wrong. Sticks and stones may
break your bones, but words
can definitely hurt you. Children are
especially vulnerable to their parents’
offhand snarky remarks or angry
rebukes, not yet having developed an
adult’s thick skin or understanding of
sarcasm.
“How you interact with children
provides a foundation for how they
relate to themselves and others as
adults,” says Elizabeth Newlin,
M.D., a child and adolescent
psychiatrist and director of the
Adolescent Treatment Program at
Menninger Clinic. “When they
repeatedly hear hostile, critical or
shaming words, this can have a
profound impact on their emerging
personalities.”
Parents aren’t perfect, and the wrong
words do slip out, Dr. Newlin says.
But if you can, try to avoid using the
following words and phrases:
Words that compare
~ You are just like your _______.
~ Why can’t you make good 		
grades like ____________?
“Being critical and negatively
comparing children with others
doesn’t motivate them to do better,”
Dr. Newlin says. “If children have a
more negative self-view, then if they
fail while someone else succeeds,
they may think, ‘I am not as good.
Why bother even trying?’ Children
with a more positive self-view are
more resilient and try again even
after they fail.”
Words that blame
~ You are driving me crazy.
~ You are killing me.
~ You are trying to make me 		
miserable.

While utter frustration drives many
parents to use these phrases, try instead
to single out the child’s behavior (“I
don’t like it when you run and scream
in the house”) rather than blaming the
child (“You are going to give me a heart
attack!”)
And whenever possible, strive to
balance criticism with warmth. “A good
rule of thumb is to give three accepting
statements for every criticism,”
Dr. Newlin says.
Words that shame
~ I thought you were better than
that… that isn’t how I raised you.
~ You should be ashamed of yourself.
“There is solid research to support that
childhood feelings of shame, or feeling
less valued than other members of the
family, are linked to psychological and
behavioral problems in adulthood and
an increased risk of self-injury and
suicide,” Dr. Newlin says.

Focus on where you
want to go, not on
what you fear.
–Anthony Robbins
American leadership adviser
present day.

The final word
“All parents make mistakes,”
Dr. Newlin says. “When you say
something you believe has injured
your child, help them find words to
express their hurt feelings. Make it
safe for them to let you know they
are vulnerable, and be willing to
humble yourself enough to make the
necessary repair.” †

Words that focus on weight or
appearance
~ You are fat (chubby, putting on
weight)
~ Should you be eating that?
“Modeling a healthy lifestyle
is the best way to instill
healthy habits in your
child,” Dr. Newlin
says. “Emphasizing
their appearance and
scrutinizing what they
eat is not helpful, and in
some cases can lead to
eating disorders. Children
benefit from parents who
accept them and support
their development of a
balanced self-appraisal.”

continued on back page
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Christmas
Anticipation
Prayer
(Novena to St. Andrew)

T

he feast day of St. Andrew
(November 30) marks the end
of the liturgical year and the
beginning of the new one on the first
Sunday of Advent.
St. Andrew the Apostle was the very
first disciple called by Our Lord, and he
is the one who got his brother, St. Peter,
to become Jesus’ disciple too. We all
know how the rest turned out.
There are many popular traditions
associated with St. Andrew’s feast day,
especially in those countries that have
him as their patron saint, Scotland and
Russia. However, the most popular
tradition is for everyone, and that is to
begin a novena on his feast day.
If the St. Andrew novena was prayed
as a traditional nine-day novena,
it would end on the Feast of the
Immaculate Conception on December 8.
However, this novena prayer is actually
traditionally prayed much longer than
nine days—it is prayed through all four
weeks of Advent. Why not try it? Go
ahead and memorize it, copy and paste
it to your desktop, stick it on your car
dashboard, or whatever you need to do
to make sure you prepare your heart for
Christmas this year!
This is a very meditative prayer that
helps us increase our awareness of the
real focus of Christmas and helps us
prepare ourselves spiritually for His
coming.

Time to Wake Up?
by Steve Goodier

A

Buddhist monk strode into a Zen pizza parlor and said, “Make me one with
everything.” The proprietor appreciated the Zen humor and, when the monk
paid with $20 bill, the guy pocketed it.
“Hey,” asked the monk, “where’s my change?”
“Change,” replied the owner inscrutably, “must come from within.”
And it’s true: we can wait for things to change or we can change ourselves.
One way rarely works while the other rarely fails.
I have a friend who used to teach literature to high school students. He once
told me how maligned the name of Ebenezer Scrooge has become. “Dickens
never meant for Scrooge to be a villain,” he once said, speaking of Charles
Dickens’ classic “Christmas Carol.” Yes, Scrooge was a miser and disliked by
pretty much everybody. But my friend reminds me that the story doesn’t end
there. It doesn’t end with Scrooge dying a miserable and lonely death. The point
of the story is that Scrooge WAKES UP. After the restless night of ghost visitations, he wakes up and decides that things truly can be different. He can choose
to be compassionate, generous and happy. He understands that he can behave
toward others in a different way. He can look at things differently. His miserable
past does not need to determine his future. His life story illustrates the words of
George Elliot: “It is never too late to be what you might have been.”
“To this day,” my friend says, “the name of Scrooge is synonymous with somebody stingy and selfish when it should be just the opposite. Scrooge woke up and
made different decisions. He lived the rest of his life a model of generosity and
joy and goodwill toward all. Nobody ever “kept Christmas,” Dickens tells us,
like Ebenezer Scrooge.
I regularly remind myself that it is not too late to be what I might have been.
And I’m learning that anything can happen...when I wake up and make different
decisions. †
It is piously believed that whoever
recites this prayer FIFTEEN (!) times
each day from the feast of St. Andrew
(30th November) until Christmas day
will obtain the favor requested.
Saint Andrew Christmas
Novena Prayer

Hail and blessed
be the hour and moment
In which the Son of God
was born of the most pure
Virgin Mary, at midnight, in
Bethlehem, in the piercing cold.
In that hour vouchsafe,
I beseech Thee, O my God,
to hear my prayer and
grant my desires,
[here mention your request]
through the merits of
Our Savior Jesus Christ, and
of His Blessed Mother. Amen.

A Blessing for
Strength
(by Keri Wehlander, Canada,
in 600 Blessings and Prayers)

O God, where hearts are fearful and
limited:
Grant freedom and daring.
Where anxiety is infectious and
widening:
Grant peace and reassurance.

Where impossibilities close every door
and window:
Grant imagination and resistance.
Where distrust reshapes every
understanding:
Grant healing and transformation.

Where spirits are daunted and dimmed:
Grant soaring wings and
strengthened dreams.

